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396,000 members: around 190,000 active, 66,000 pensioners, plus 139,000 deferred 

members 

350+ employers but mainly in 68 post-1992 universities 

UUK nominated directors include David Eastwood (Birmingham V-C), Glasgow V-C, Cardiff 

University Chair of Council (former Warwick Deputy V-C), and Dame Glynis Breakwell (Bath 

V-C)

JNC Chair is Sir Andrew Cubie

Will Spinks is on JNC
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Best estimate is expected value based on past performance (USS says 50:50 chance of 

success, which makes it seem low compared with its “prudent” TP assumption of 67% 

chance of success based on employers declared willingness to accept risk and 95% for self-

sufficient low risk portfolio and no further contributions. 

Self-sufficiency = the level of assets required to meet all future pensions promises to a 

“very high probability” (which USS defines as 95%) without the need for no further 

contributions, i.e. total reliance on assets. USS TP “prudent” assumption is 67%.

Test 1: A self-imposed rule by which employers must be within reach, via an in extremis 7% 

increase in contributions, of self-sufficiency.

According to Mike Otsuka (LSE) it is likely that Test 1 is already satisfied by USS’s equity 

weighted return-seeking portfolio so there is no good reason for proposed de-risking.

Note that a larger surplus is also possible. If you were a gambler, you might be attracted by 

the existence of a possible surplus of £17.9bn with roughly the same probability as the 

$7.5bn deficit.

£60bn: 50% equities, 33% bonds/gilts, 17% property, infrastructure etc.

In 2014, expected 5% return on assets. In 2017, CPI – 0.53% for next 10 years is overly 

prudent. Rate of return was above CPI in 34 out of 35 years, but 67% “prudence” assumes 

it will be below CPI in 3 out of next 10 years. Think about betting on a weighted dice… 



Technical provisions = 5 main assumptions:

1. Mortality – how long pensioners will live.

2. Inflation – effects both how much is paid out in pensions and CARE accrual of promised 
pensions.

3. Salary increases – future DB liabilities grow.

4. Returns to assets – investments in gilts/equities, economic growth, interest rates.

5. Willingness of employers to bear risk associated with pension promises, the “Covenant”

Last two are by far the most important

USS website: 0.1% increase in rate of return reduces deficit by £1.2bn, so Bank of England 
base rate 0.25% increase on 12th December from 0.25% to 0.5% has potential to reduce 
deficit by £3bn, and a further 0.375% rise to 0.875 would eliminate £7.5bn deficit.

Deficit is driven by low annual rate of return assumption for next 10 years of CPI - 0.53% 
due to prolonged high asset values and low rates of return. High stock markets mean 
high purchase prices and low returns with everyone seeking refuge in gilts pushing their 
yields further down. But this assumption is already unravelling: –stock market diving on 
6th Feb partly due to expectation of increases in interest rates. 

Rate of return above CPI in 34 out of 35 years, but 67% “prudence” assumes it will be 
below CPI in 3 out of next 10 years.  



10.5% extra split 65:35 means employers contributions up 7.0%,employees contributions 

up 3.5%

Employers say, not unreasonably, that this is too great, but it assumes November TPs.

Under September TPs, deficit drops by £2 billion to a more manageable level

– i.e. in just two months the claimed deficit went up by £2bn. The fact that these figures 

can be so volatile calls into question the whole methodology. 



Made a concession on accrual rate rather than threshold.

Arguments both ways: lowering threshold shifts risk to members; lower accrual rate 

reduces pensions.

UCU proposal would not require hardly any increase in contributions under September 

TPs, but an increase of 8.3% under November TPs.

8.3% increase = 5.4% from employers and 2.9% from employees

Adding 2.5% CPI cap reduces overall increase to 5.4% = 3.6% from employers and 1.8% 

from employees

If USS copied TPS, member contributions would range from 7.4% - 11.7% with 65% paying 

9.6% or more and 21% paying 11.3 or 11.7%

In TPS those earning £35-42K pay 9.6%, £42-55K pay 10.2%, £55-75K pay 11.3%, above 

£75K pay 11.7%  



Passed by HEC, with all UCU Left elected members voting against.

Lots of unfair criticism of negotiators on Activists list; everyone would like to believe the 

outcome would have been different if they had been at the table, but this is too easy.

The fact is that the UCU negotiators have made it abundantly clear that they are willing to 

explore the area between the bookends, but UUK has refused to move on levels of DB, 

accrual and contribution rates and timelines, or to revisit the Nov TPs, risk, valuation 

methodology etc. 

UUK prize is 100% DC. UUK do not wish to negotiate and nothing the UCU negotiators 

could have said changes that.
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* Whopping increase in profit has arisen because Manchester's liabilities from its share of 

pension deficits are now being booked at £286 million – £49 million lower than previous 

estimates – largely because its share of the USS deficit was “previously overstated” due 

to an accounting error (pp. 13, 51, 66, 80 – or search for “erroneously”).

Recall Reason 10 of “Manchester 2020 - 12 reasons why redundancies are wrong and 

unnecessary” : Manchester has suffered the largest drop in HEFCE Quality Related grant 

income of any University in the UK – around £17 million a year - over £100 million over the 

next 6 years from this source. The SLT seriously miscalculated the REF 2014 strategy 

(including the much publicised recruitment of 100 research stars) that resulted in this 

precipitous decline in income. Staff however have increased the income they raise from 

project grants from £200 million in 2011-13 to £273 million by 2016 and £264 million in 

2017.

Rest of HE sector (inc. non-USS) is doing fine too: according to HESA (2016), total surpluses 

of net income over expenditure increased more than tenfold from around £160m to over 

£1800m in ten years from 2005/6 to 2014/15.  V-C pay etc. + at Manchester number of 

staff earning over £100k doubled from 62 in 2010 to 126 in 2017 - when by coincidence 

tuition fee income also doubled from round £230m to £450m. 
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Origins of UCU go back to Liverpool University (split from Victoria University in 1903) in 

1909 and formation of an association/dinner club for junior staff/Assistant Lecturers (but 

not professors!) who were like today’s TAs: essentially the same duties as professors but 

poorly paid, few promotion prospects and no representation on governing bodies of the 

Universities. Douglas Laurie (zoologist) was first AUT President in 1919.

In 1913 junior staff at the Victoria University of Manchester asked the University Council 

for an increase in their starting pay: the Council replied that while it agreed that

eventually there should be an increase, at the current time there was insufficient money 

to pay for this. 

1919 issue of pensions encourage professional unity. The pension scheme for lecturers was 

to be left out of the new Teachers pension fund formed by the Teachers' (Superannuation) 

Act 1918. As pension funds affect staff at levels of their career this created pressure the 

Association to be one which included professors as well, which it did on formation in 1919.

It took 16 years from 1958 to 1974 to establish USS, which lasted as a final salary scheme 

for 40 years.

We will get nothing now without industrial action. But regardless of whether we are 

successful or not this year and this valuation, we must do like our AUT predecessors and 

think long term because USS is in an existential crisis that will affect not just ourselves but 

future generations. 


